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RECENZIJOS

B A L T I S T I C A  X LV I I I (2) 2 0 1 3  337–342

Benedicte Nielsen Whi tehead, 
Thomas Olander, Birgit Anette 
Ol sen, Jens Elmegård Rasmussen 
(eds.), The Sound of Indo-Euro-
pean: Phonetics, phonemics, and 
morphophonemics, Copenhagen: 
Museum Tusculanum Press (= Co-
penhagen Studies in Indo-European 4), 
2012, 630 p.

The book under review includes 
most papers presented at the conference 
The Sound of Indo-European, held in Co-
penhagen in 2009. To judge by the pre-
sent volume, the conference was a real 
success. It was immediately followed by 
a twin conference The Sound of Indo-Eu-
ropean 2 (Opava, 2010), the proceeding 
of which have also been recently pub-
lished (Sukač, Še fč ík  2012).

A list of the topics addressed by the 
29 articles that make up this book will 
suffice to give an idea of its scope:

Distant Proto-Indo-European (PIE) 
connections: V. Blažek (PIE and Afroa-
siatic laryngeals), T. Smitherman (loan 
words between PIE and Proto-Kartve-
lian), G. Whitaker (Euphratic question).

PIE syllabification: A. M. Byrd (la-
ryngeal deletion in consonant clusters), 
G. Keydana (phonological status of *s 
in clusters), R. Lühr-S. Zielfelder (con-
straints of perfect reduplication).

(Pre-)PIE phonological processes: 

P. S. Cohen-A. Hyllested (**h3- > 
*h2-), E. Hill (**o-mi > **-ō > *-ō), 
M. Kümmel (PIE stops and vowels from 
a typological perspective), P. Milizia (as-
similation rule *-se- > *-z(h)e- after 
*°D(h)-).

PIE ablaut types: G.-J. Pinault, 
P. Widmer (both dealing with the origin 
and derivational status of amphikinetic 
nouns).

Anatolian: J. V. García Trabazo (PIE 
“essive” suffix *h1‑é/ó- in Hittite), 
A. Kloekhorst (value of Hitt.  with and 
without scriptio plena), V. Shevoroshkin 
(laryngeals in Milyan), Z. Simon (*h1 > 
a/#_R in Lydian).

Indo-Iranian: M. Frotscher (*- in 
Vedic and Latin), I. Hegedűs (ruki-rule 
in Nuristani).

Germanic: L. Brink (North Germanic 
*we > *wə > u/o in unstressed position), 
P. Gąsiorowski (*‑sr- in Germanic), 
G. Kroonen (consonant gradation among 
ōn-iteratives), C. Prescott (lowering of 
vowels in ruki‑like contexts).

Celtic: A. Griffith (no raising *e > *i 
before *μ in Old Irish), A. R. Jørgensen 
(*sk in British Celtic), D. Stifter (no le-
nition *s > *h in Gaulish), N. Zair (la-
ryngeal loss in consonant clusters).

Italic: M. Frotscher (see above), 
K. Nishimura (vowel reduction and syn-
cope in Sabellic), B. Vine (Italic raising 
°e.V° > °i.V° in unstressed position).
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Armenian: G. Schirru (realization of 
stops in Armenian).

There are no articles dealing specifi-
cally with Greek, Tocharian, Albanian, 
Baltic and Slavic. This is in part imput-
able to chance, but in the case of Baltic 
the reality is that there are relatively few 
scholars actively working on Baltic in an 
Indo-European perspective. It is only to 
be hoped that the situation will improve 
in the future. Considering the interests 
of most potential readers of Baltistica, in 
what follows I will focus on papers that 
either include some observations on Bal-
tic or, at least, may have an indirect im-
pact on Baltic (Balto-Slavic).

Two papers deal with the ruki-rule. 
According to I . Hegedűs, “The RU-
KI-rule in Nuristani” (145–167), in 
Nuristani the ruki-rule did not apply 
after * (which gave *c very early) and 
after *i/uH (because the laryngeals were 
still preserved at that stage). If correct (I 
admittedly lack the expertise to judge), 
this points to different relative chronol-
ogy of the ruki-rule among the Indo-
Iranian languages. C. Presco t t, “Ger-
manic and the ruki dialects” (425–433), 
observes that most early Germanic lan-
guages present some type of vowel low-
ering and/or retraction before r, w, x – a 
set remarkably similar to the one that 
triggered the ruki-rule in Indo-Iranian, 
Baltic and Slavic. The common feature 
underlying both processes is Retracted 
Tongue-root.

The consequences of both papers for 
Baltic, where the ruki-rule often fails to 
apply, are self-evident. They support the 

idea that the ruki-rule was a relatively 
late process that was differently imple-
mented across a wide post-Indo-Euro-
pean dialectal area. Since the late sixties 
most scholars assume that the ruki-rule 
was fully regular in Baltic, but was fol-
lowed by a strong tendency to eliminate 
its effects (e.g. Kara l iūnas  1966; An-
der sen  1968). Some counterexamples 
nevertheless remain and the whole issue 
clearly deserves further study.

The interest on Balto-Slavic accen-
tology has considerably grown during 
the last decades. Two papers deal with 
remnants of the PIE mobile accent in 
languages other than Vedic, Greek and 
Germanic (as evidenced by Verner’s 
law), on which the reconstruction of PIE 
accent was traditionally based. There is 
no need to insist on the potential im-
portance of new data for research in this 
area:

A. Kloekhor s t, “The phonological 
interpretation of plene and non-plene 
spelled e in Hittite” (243–261), dis-
cusses the value of the scriptio plena of 
e. It marks vowel length in (-)Ce-e, (-)
Ce-e-C° and (-)Ce-e-eC(-), whereas in 
e-eC(-) it marks /ʔe/ and in (-)Ci/u/a‑
e-eC(-) – [e] or [e]. The presence of 
vowel length is to a large degree correlat-
ed with stress position, but scriptio plena 
by itself does not mark stress. Kloekhorst 
establishes several rules for the develop-
ment of PIE *, *ei, *oi, *eh1 depending 
on stress position, syllable structure, and 
word length. His results look in principle 
convincing, but a number of counterex-
amples remain. Kloekhorst proposes that 
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pēda- “place”, tēkan “earth”, nēkumant- 
“naked”, all three with etymological *é 
and (contrary to Kloekhorst’s expecta-
tions) consistent scriptio plena in Old 
Hittite, were lengthened according to 
Winter’s law (for tēkan this entails oper-
ating with a non-standard reconstruction 
*dhé‑ōm instead of *dhéh‑ōm). Scholars 
may be surprised to find a Balto‑Slavic 
sound law mentioned in an article on 
Hittite, but this is consistent with Leiden 
school’s reconstruction of the traditional 
PIE voiced stops *d, *g etc. as pre-glot-
talized *ʔd, *ʔg. From this perspective it 
would be surprising not to find similar 
phenomena in other branches as well 
(see Kor t l andt  1985 for possible cases, 
all of them controversial).

B. Vine, “PIE mobile accent in 
Italic: Further evidence” (545–575), 
proposes an Italic sound law °e.V° > 
°i.V° in (PIE) unstressed position. 
This would account for *sṓp‑ee/o- > 
*sṓp‑ie/o- > Lat. sōpīre “put to sleep”, 
o-stem denominatives like seruīre (< 
*-ié/ó- < *-e‑é/ó-), and i-stem nom. 
pl. -īs (< *-i‑es < *-e‑es) beside “stand-
ard” -ēs (< *-é‑es). This article also in-
cludes a discussion of the morphology 
of “Narten iterative-causatives” (548ff.), 
arguing for a suffix *‑ee/o- (against 
Klingenschmitt’s original reconstruction 
*sṓp‑e/o-, K l ingenschmi t t  1978). 
The issue is not without interest for Bal-
tic, which seems to have inherited some 
Narten iterative-causatives as well (e.g. 
tuõkti, -ia “marry” < *tōkw‑ee/o-, cf. 
K l ingenschmi t t  2008, 194ff.). Vine 
(546f.) briefly discusses other indirect 

relics of PIE mobile accent in Italic, in-
cluding his own recent interpretation of 
Thurneysen-Havet’s law (Vine  2006).

Three papers are directly relevant for 
Baltic (Balto-Slavic) derivational and in-
flectional morphology:

G. Kroonen, “Consonant gradation 
in the Germanic iterative verbs” (263–
290), derives the Germanic 2nd weak 
class iteratives from the PIE present stem 
suffix *‑n(é)h2-. Kluge’s law (*-T/D(h)

n- > Gmc. -TT- in pretonic position) 
gave rise to a paradigm with “consonant 
gradation” *duk‑néh2-ti / *duk-nh2‑énti 
> *tukkōþi / *tugunanþi that split into 
two parallel paradigms, *tukkōþi / *tuku-
nanþi and *tuggōþi / *tugunanþi, which 
finally surface as four different verbs in 
the dialects (*tukk°, *tuk°, *tugg°, *tug° 
> OHG zockōn, LG tuken, ME toggen, 
OHG zogōn, respectively). Kroonen 
presents arguments in favor of *-n(é)h2- 
(widespread zero grade; extra‑Germanic 
cognates; semantics), and discusses the 
importance of iterative “consonant gra-
dation” in Germanic (influence on strong 
verbs; secondary character of the auslaut 
of many roots). Kluge’s law has certainly 
experienced a revival in recent years and 
has a potential interest for Balto-Slavic 
accentology (see Dybo 2011 for an at-
tempt in this direction and Vi l l anueva 
Svensson 2012, 161 for criticism). I am 
also certain that the recognition of itera-
tive consonant gradation has an impact 
in Germanic and Indo-European histori-
cal grammar (see e.g. Kroonen 2011). 
I am more skeptic with regard to the 
linear derivation of Gmc. ōn-iteratives 
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from PIE nā-presents. Here I can only 
present some general observations: a) 
the evidence for consonant gradation 
is frequently limited to West Germanic 
dialectal variants. I am not certain that 
tracing these back to idealized Proto-
Germanic constructs is sound methodol-
ogy; b) the relationship of the purported 
neh2-iteratives to the eh2‑ie/o-iteratives is 
not discussed; c) pace Kroonen, neither 
the vocalism nor the semantics are pro-
bative of neh2‑origin; d) Kroonen’s argu-
mentation mixes 2nd weak class iteratives 
with 4th weak class inchoatives (ON dve-
na “dwindle”, Go. fullnan “become full”, 
etc.). The later are clearly related to the 
Balto-Slavic inchoative type Lith. lìpti, 
lipa, OCS -lь(p)nǫti, -lь(p)nǫ “stick to”, 
which make derivation of Go. fullnan 
etc. from *-n(é)h2‑ extremely unlikely 
(see Vi l l anueva  Svensson 2011 for 
a full treatment); e) the extra‑Germanic 
evidence that Kroonen quotes is rather 
poor (Lat. lambō “lick”, stringō “draw 
tight”, tangō “touch” may be simply 
infixal; Lith. mìgti, miñga “fall asleep”, 
Sl. *mьgnǫti “blink” are unremark-
able inchoatives of Lith. miegóti “sleep”, 
Sl. *mьžati “have the eyes closed” and 
thus hardly old); f) as shown by Praus t 
(2004), the nasal infix did not present a 
syllabic variant, a fact that undermines 
the crucial *duk-nh2‑énti > *tugunanþi. 
In brief, while not denying the impor-
tance of Germanic iterative consonant 
gradation, its origin can hardly be re-
garded as settled.

According to P. Mi l i z i a, “On the 
morphophonemics of Proto-Indo-Euro-

pean *-se/o-presents” (361–380), the 
present stem suffix *‑se/o- was assimi-
lated to *-se/o-, *-she/o- (realized as 
[-z(h)-]) after voiced (aspirated) stops. 
The evidence mostly comes from Bal-
tic verbs of the type Lith. ruzgti “stir”, 
blizgti “shine”, vizgti “wriggle”, in 
addition to a couple of more problem-
atic examples from Greek (μίσγω “mix”, 
πάσχω “suffer, endure”) and Indo‑Irani-
an (Ved. bhjjáti “roast”, if not a prakrit-
ism). Progressive assimilation, however, 
was not typical of Indo-European, and 
the expressive character of Lithuanian 
verbs in -zgėti, -žgėti (in frequent vari-
ation with -skėti, -škėti) renders them a 
weak basis for postulating a PIE variant 
*-z(h)e/o-.

Building on an earlier suggestion by 
Cowg i l l  (1985, 108), E . Hi l l, “Hidden 
sound laws in the inflectional morpholo-
gy of Proto-Indo-European” (169–207), 
proposes a (pre-)PIE sound law *-omi > 
*-ō > *-ō to account for the thematic 
1st sg. primary ending “*-ō” (Gk. ‑ω, 
Lat. -ō, etc.), the o-stems instr. sg. “*-ō” 
(Ved. -ā, Lith. -ù, etc.), and the instr. 
pl. “*-ōs” (Ved. -ais, Lith. -ais, etc.), 
where at least the 1st sg. (for †-o-mi) and 
the instr. pl. (for †-o-bh°/m°) are unex-
pected within their paradigms. Hill pre-
sents some evidence indicating that the 
purported sound law is perfectly in or-
der in pre-PIE terms (Stang’s law, etc.), 
but the most challenging part of the ar-
ticle is probable the reconstruction of 
the instrumental as sg. *-i-mi, *-u-mi, 
*-eh2-mi, *-ō (< **-o-mi), pl. *-i-mis, 
*-u-mis, *-eh2-mis, *-ōs (< **-o-mis), 
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a system best preserved in Balto-Slavic 
and Armenian. The bh-variants in the 
plural and dual oblique cases arose in the 
n-stems: instr. pl. **-‑mis > *-‑bhis, 
dat.-abl. pl. **-‑m()os > *-‑bh()
os. The languages then generalized ei-
ther *-mis, *-m()os or *-bhis, *-bh()os. 
Within the limits of a review it is impos-
sible to discuss an article so rich in data 
and ideas. Among the many problem-
atic points (distribution of instr. sg. *-mi 
and *-(é)h1, problematic character of the 
sound law **-m- > *-bh-, lack of mo-
tivation for the success of the bh-variants, 
etc.), I will mention only one. It is well-
known that in word‑final position Baltic 
displays a contrast between *-EH > *-Ḗ 
and *-Ē, *-EHE > *-. This is indeed 
one of the most important contribu-
tions of Baltic to PIE linguistics, as most 
other languages are ambiguous. The 
circumflex intonation of Lith. instr. pl. 
vilk‑aĩs is expected from PIE *‑ōs, but 
1st sg. neš-ù, neš-úo-si, instr. sg. vilk-ù, 
ger‑úo‑ju unambiguously point to *-oH 
(PIE *-ō would have given †-uõ, cf. ak-
muõ, dukt < *-mō(n), *-tē(r)).

Among the more occasional discus-
sion of Lithuanian material one can men-
tion P.  S.  Cohen and A.  Hyl le s ted 
(58f., relationship between vótìs AP 1/4 
“ulcer” and Gk. οὖτα “wounded” – a 
relatively widespread, but doubtful ety-
mology), P.  Gąs io rowsk i  (121ff., 
on the Germanic cognates of vãkaras 
“evening”, aušrà “dawn”), or N.  Za i r 
(615ff., on possible Celtic cognates of 
álkti “hunger”, vìras “pimple in pork”, 
sigti “be ill”).
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